
 

Warm up Make and tables for arithmetic
modulo 4

our go.PT forove that
every

new

has a digression
Ex 12 2.3 55 5 11 140 22 5.7

Miesner 1 is not a product ofprimes

Solution Ignore 1

Or view it as the empty product

MinorissuetL what do we mean by unique

Ex 140 2.2.5.7 2 5 2.7 7.2.5.2

Solution The factorization is unique

uptoreordeing.org
unique if we list the primes

in increasing order



The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

Every new such that n 2 a product

of primes

Every new such that n 2 can be written

uniquely as a product of primes in the
following sense Suppose that

n pipe pr and n qq Es

where
pipe Pr

and q q qs are all

primes such that

p p Epr
and

q q qs
Then r s and pi q for all l i r

We'll prove this soon



The Division by a prime Let p be
a prime number Then for all
xyeZ if plxy then plx or ply
i e

D modp
xy O modp or

y o modp

Note The requirement that p be prime is

important

Ex 4 6.10 since 610 60 4.15 but 446
and 4710

Proof Let p be a prime and yEZ
Suppose plxy
If p then we are done
So

suppose ptx We must showthat ply
Since ptx god p HW 13



Thus by the reverse Euclidean

Algorithm there exist u vez
such that

Pu v I

Multiply by y to get
pay xyv y

Since
p pay

and plxyu we have

ply as desired



Cor Let p be
a prime For each new

and all Xz Xn e Z if p x x xn

then p divides at least one of xz Xn

Proof Let P n be the sentence

For all x xnEZ if p x xn then

p
divides at least one of the i

We will prove P n holds for all new

by induction

i PCI is automatically timeBaseg.fr
ifplxi then pH

Idpfe.SI let
new and

suppose
true

Let na EZ and suppose

p x Xn Xun

By the theorem on division by a

prime p x xn or plan



If plex xn then by Pln plxi
for some l i n and we have

the desired conclusion

If plan then we also have the
desired conclusion

In either case Plati is true completing

the inductive step


